
Going down the remote Livebook rabbithole

Mastering remote shell and Livebook for the greater good!
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Recap: What is Livebook?

An interactive notebook powered by Phoenix Liveview. Like a Jupyter Notebook, but for the

Erlang ecosystem.
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https://livebook.dev/
https://github.com/phoenixframework/phoenix_live_view


Popular usecases outside data science

Learning and exploration

Living, interactive documentation

Live debugging of local or remote environments (better remsh )
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How do you run a Livebook?

Livebook has several runtimes:

Elixir standalone

Mix standalone

Attached (the one we'll look at today)

Embedded
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Our k8s setup

Each major app has a headless service and a set of pods for it, managed under a
deployment

Hashicorp Vault managed secrets, including Erlang cookies

Only bare minimum exposed in services (forget about distributed Erlang)
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https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/services-networking/service/
https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/workloads/pods/
https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/workloads/controllers/deployment/
https://www.vaultproject.io/


Typical Platogo Elixir deployment
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The old method

Just create a temporary Elixir pod with/without Livebook, and connect from there!

Cons

Requires spawning a separate pod per developer

Each pod requires extra CPU and memory, cluster resources are tight on staging

environment

Creating a pod takes ~2x as long
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New method: Attaching a Livebook

livebook server --default-runtime attached:nodename:secretcookie --name dan.local

However, we can also specify a notebook file:

livebook server --default-runtime attached:nodename:secretcookie --name dan.local app.livemd
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New method: Attaching remote IEx shell

iex --name dan.local --cookie secretcookie --remsh nodename
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Problem #1

Manually setting up port forward to right pod + fetching credentials is cumbersome.

Automate it

Automatic port forward to Vault pod, and Erlang cookie extraction

Automatically find pod by name, service and namespace

Automatically set up port forward to pod on epmd  and distributed Erlang ports
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Problem #2

Our local DNS resolver doesn't know that the Elixir node is reachable on localhost .
The actual node name is <pod-ip>.<parent-headless-service>.

<namespace>.svc.cluster.local
Pod IP addresses are ephemeral.

Solution: Use a custom DNS resolver

�. DNSMasq DNS subsystem with mask over .cluster.local  domain path

�. Custom resolver (e.g. on macOS)

sudo mkdir -v /etc/resolver
sudo bash -c 'echo "nameserver 127.0.0.1" > /etc/resolver/local'
sudo bash -c 'echo "search_order 200020" >> /etc/resolver/local'
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https://dnsmasq.org/
https://www.manpagez.com/man/5/resolver/


Problem #3

When connecting to an app with lots of logs (e.g. most apps), the log output goes into
evaluated cell's log output too.

Solution: ignore orphan logs in Livebook in attached runtime

Discussion

Fixed in Livebook v0.7.0
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https://github.com/livebook-dev/livebook/discussions/1447
https://github.com/livebook-dev/livebook/pull/1451
https://github.com/livebook-dev/livebook/releases/tag/v0.7.0


Problem #4

OTP 25 changes to global default behaviour.

'global' at node 'myuser@sora.local' requested disconnect from node 'myapp@172-30-122-113.myapp-headless.myappns.svc.cluster.local' in order to prevent overlapping partitions

Solution

Start your local node in hidden  mode.

ERL_AFLAGS=-hidden  for Livebook escript, and --hidden  flag for IEx .
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https://www.erlang.org/doc/man/global.html


Problem #5

Wrong terminal kind when running IEx in a wrapped context.

Solution

Explicitly set TERM=xterm
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Putting it all together

Let's build a CLI!

peactl

All in one tool for connecting to remote Elixir nodes in our Kubernetes clusters

Super fast, configurable

Installable with Homebrew

Zero dependencies

Example

peactl livebook --app pals
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Implementation in Go

Why Go?

Very mature ecosystem of libraries for CLI development

Native Vault and Kubernetes SDKs

Easy to learn, more than fast enough

Compiled to single native binary for any platform or architecture
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Example: Create remote shell process

// Run a remote IEx shell, blocks until is manually exited.
func RunRemoteIExShell(localNodeName, remoteNodeName, cookie string) error {

fmt.Println(aurora.Green("opening remote Elixir shell to node:"), aurora.Cyan(remoteNodeName))
fmt.Printf("type %s when you are done!\n", aurora.BrightYellow("[C-g q]"))

args := []string{"--name", localNodeName, "--cookie", cookie, "--hidden", "--remsh", remoteNodeName}

iexCmd := BuildIExCmd(args, []string{"TERM=xterm"})

return iexCmd.Run()
}
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Demo

Livebook demo 18

file:///Users/dpetrovs/ghq/github.com/DaniruKun/presentations/elixir-meetup-vienna-2022-01/assets/peactl-livebook-demo.mov


Thanks for listening!

Website: danpetrov.xyz

Github: @danirukun
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https://danpetrov.xyz/
https://github.com/DaniruKun


We are hiring!

Look for Senior Backend Developer on careers page.

platogo.com/hiring
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https://platogo.com/hiring


Links and resources

https://gist.github.com/ogrrd/5831371

https://passingcuriosity.com/2013/dnsmasq-dev-osx/

https://crypt.codemancers.com/posts/2017-11-22-elixir-remote-debugging/

https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/services-networking/dns-pod-service/
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https://gist.github.com/ogrrd/5831371
https://passingcuriosity.com/2013/dnsmasq-dev-osx/
https://crypt.codemancers.com/posts/2017-11-22-elixir-remote-debugging/
https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/services-networking/dns-pod-service/

